Update – Private Passenger Automobile AI/ML Survey

This email is an update to the informational notice your company received on August 5, 2021. In the previous email, we informed you the survey call letter would be received by your company in mid-August. Due to ongoing work to create the submission portal for your response, the expected date for the call letter is later in September.

You are strongly encouraged to use this additional time to visit the AI/ML Survey webpage to familiarize yourself with the survey and begin your internal process to gather the necessary information. The survey Webpage now contains the Excel filing template, a PDF of the survey definitions and Regulatory Data Collection (RDC) User Guide. The Website will be updated with additional information necessary to submit your company’s responses to the Requesting States using the NAIC’s RDC tool. The additional information will include filing instructions, data validations, data formatting information, and a Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) document.

Access to the survey through the NAIC RDC tool will be available at the time the call letter is distributed, later in September.

Important: Before accessing RDC, you will need to have an NAIC User ID and specific role assigned for this survey. You can obtain your user ID and roles assignments now. Instructions on how to obtain a User ID and have the AI/ML user role assigned are available on the survey Webpage.

Any questions regarding the survey should be e-mailed to NAICAIML@naic.org. Responses will be provided to each e-mail and, where appropriate, the questions with corresponding answers will be compiled into the Frequently Asked Question document that will be available on the survey Webpage.